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Construct and Measurement

In the natural sciences it is often straight forward to find an adequate

measurement for a particular construct (e.g. weight).

In the social sciences, many phenomena of interest cannot be measured directly, 

because they are vague and fuzzy. We call those „concepts“ that first have to be

associated to empirically observable „constructs“ with measurable indicators.

(e.g. bargaining power in a relationship, cognitive abilities, integration)

operationalisation: The process, in which a fuzzy theoretical concept is made

observable by attributing a measurable phenomenon to it.

(Schnell/Hill/Esser (1991): Konzeptspezifikation, Operationalisierung und Messung. 

In: Methoden der empirischen Sozialforschung, Oldenbourg, Kapitel 4.)
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Construct and Measurement

Examples
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(vague)

concept

(measurable)

construct

measuring

instrument

warmth temperature

cognitive

ability

religiousness
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Construct and Measurement

Examples
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concept construct measuring instrument

warmth temperature thermometer

cognitive

competences

- formal education

- intelligence test

- question about years in education

- many tasks

religiousness - belief in god

- service attendance

- frequency of prayer

- religious values

- „Do you belief in a higher power?“

- „How often do you attend a service?“

- „How often do you pray?“

- „To what extent do you agree to…“

 e.g. the frequency of prayer is called an „indicator“ for religiousness
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Theoretical approaches
to understand respondent behaviour

• Insights from cognitive psychology

Misreporting occurs due to how information is processed in the human brain

(e.g. use of heuristics and anchors to recall information, telescoping, primacy

and recency effects, acquiescence)
(vgl. Groves et al 2004, Tourangeau et al. 2000)

• Rational Choice / Subjective Expected Utilitiy (SEU) Theory

Misreporting occurs because respondents seek social approval

and try to avoid negative consequences.
(vgl. Esser 1986)
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Theoretical Approaches

In order to estimate a valid survey statistic, researchers need

the respondents‘ „true values“.

This is comparatively simple for questions that gather factual

data (e.g. age, place of residence) 

Questions that require effort to remember something and

questions about attitudes / opinions are more susceptible to

bias. 

(vgl. Diekmann 2007)
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The answering process

Observe yourself while you respond to the following survey question:

How do you come to an answer? Which strategies do you apply?

In the last three months how often did you take

medication because of acute health problems?
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The answering process

In the last three months how often did you take

medication because of acute health problems?

interpretation: What counts as medication?

strategy to estimate amount / readjustment in case of uncertainty?
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The answering process
from a cognitive psychological point of view

(Groves 2004: 202)

Potential problems:

-Misinterpretation of question or instructions

-Retrieval problems (forgetting / heuristics) lead to inaccurate estimations

-Answer does not fit the provided answering categories

-deliberate misreporting

 Risk of satisficing (Krosnick/Alwin) if questions require high cognitive effort
September 2017 Asking Survey Questions12
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Retrieval strategies

(for numeric information as in the example)

-recall and count

count of single events

-rate-based estimation

a smaller time span is considered first and the typical

average rate of occurance within this time span serves as

the basis of estimation

-impression-based

spontaneous impression is translated into a number

(vgl. Groves et al. 2004: 219)
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Memory

(Groves 2004: 214)
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Memory

difficult to recall: 

- events that happened long ago

- frequent and ordinary every day events

easy to recall:

- extraordinary events

- personally important and emotionally connotated events

- events that happened close before or after an important event

 techniques to ease recall: 

- choose the time span of reference wisely

- give as many reference points (cues) as possible

- use a calender,  into which respondents can draw certain events / out 

them in relation to each other

- in panel surveys: dependent interviewing

(vgl. Groves et al. 2004: 215)
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Response sets

response set: 

 systematic response pattern that occur independent of the question‘s

content (e.g. preference for the middle category, acquiescence)
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Common response sets

Rounding of open numeric answers
(Tourangeau et al. 2000: 231)
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Common response sets

Rounding of open numeric answers
(Gideon, Hsu, & Helppie-McFall 2017: 190) 
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Common response sets

Positivity bias

in rating scales
(Tourangeau et al. 2000: 243)

Question:

How successful have you been

in your life?
black: scale from -5 bis 5 

grey: scale from von 0 bis 10
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Common response sets

Avoidance of extreme categories on rating scales

„response contraction bias“

Own example from a survey on the
justice of incomes

September 2017 Asking Survey Questions
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Common response sets

scale range effect
(Tourangeau et al. 2000: 249)
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Common response sets

Anchoring effects
Tendency to adjust a numeric answer to a value that has been presented

before. (see Furnham & Boo 2011 for a literature review )

“This process is automatic and unreflective, argued Kahneman and 

Knetsch (1993), such that a number stored in short-term memory due to 

one task (e.g., thinking about a street address) is brought to mind 

automatically and considered as a possible answer to an unrelated

question (e.g., the number of physicians in one's town).” 
(Wilson et al. 1996: 388)

Anchoring is more likely to occur if respondents spend a longer time 

processing the anchor value and if they do not have much knowledge about 

the topic of the actual question.
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Common response sets

classic study by Tversky and Kahneman (1974)

- participants spinned a wheel of fortune 

 random anchor values between 0 and 100

- They were then e.g. asked to estimate the percentage of African 

countries in the United Nations (with an explicit reference to the fortune 

wheel): They were asked to indicate weather the actual number was 

higher or lower than the presented number and then gave their actual 

estimate.

result: “these arbitrary numbers had a marked effect on estimates“

wheel of fortune shows 10  median estimate: 25

wheel of fortune shows 65  median estimate: 45
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Common response sets

Another example by Wilson et al. (1996)

- Respondents were asked to estimate the number of countries in the UN. 

- Condition 1: anchor

either the number 1930 (drawn from a bag) OR no number

- Condition 2: relevance

respondents either related their number to the estimated number of 

UN members and stated if it was higher, lower or equal 

(anchor is relevant to the UN question)

OR

to how many physicians and surgeons were in the local phone book. After 

that they answered the question about the UN members.

(anchor is irrelevant to the UN question)
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Common response sets

Another example by Wilson et al. (1996)
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Anchoring 

effects only 

occurred 

among people 

low in 

knowledge, 

but for both 

the relevant 

and the 

irrelevant 

condition.
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Common response sets:
response order effects

primacy effect: 

preference for the first displayed answer

(typical for visual modes)

solution:

randomisation

recency effect: of response order

Preference for the last displayed answer

(typical for telephone mode)

Krosnick, J. A., & Alwin, D. F. (1987). An evaluation of a cognitive theory of response-order 

effects in survey measurement. Public Opinion Quarterly, 51(2), 201–219. 
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Common response sets:
response order effects

Example from Krosnick & Alwin (1987)
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Common response sets:
response order effects
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Response order effects

Example for a primacy effect from the Konstanz survey:
Is Konstanz a family-friendly city?

strongly rather rather strongly

agree agree disagree disagree
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Common response sets:
Question order effects

September 2017 Asking Survey Questions

Example from Hyman and Sheatsley 1950 

(cited from Schuman & Ludwig 1983)

two questions and two question orders…
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Common response sets:
Question order effects
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Example from Hyman and Sheatsley (1950)

two questions and two question orders…

 norms of reciprocity
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Common response sets:
Question order effects
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More examples from Schuman & Ludwig (1983) 
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Common response sets:
Question order effects
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Example from Tourangeau, Rasinski, & Bradburn, N. (1991)

- General question about overall happiness:

Taken altogether, how would you say things are these days? 

Would you say that you are very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy?

- Specific question about marriage or romantic relationship

Taking things all together, how would you describe your marriage? 

Would you say that your marriage is very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy?

Hypotheses:

 If the general question comes first, respondent will consider all aspects of 

happiness. (corr=0.55)

 If the marriage question comes first, respondents will consider only aspects of 

happiness for the general question that have not been covered before. 

(corr=0.28)
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Common response sets:
Acquiescence
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Explanations:

- Ambiguous questions

- Uncertainty

- Weak attitudes

- Form of satisficing due to fatigue, disinterest, impatience

- Personality trait

- Cultural norm / politeness
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Common response sets:
Acquiescence
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Example from Javeline 1999:

split-half experiment 

conducted in Kazakhstan

Respondents receive either form 

A or B of 6 items.

Response scale: 4-point Likert

-fully agree

-somewhat agree

-somewhat disagree

-fully disagree
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Common response sets:
Acquiescence

September 2017 Asking Survey Questions

Results: The differences between form A and B were significant for all items.
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Theoretical Approaches

Questions that require effort to remember something and

questions about attitudes / opinions are more susceptible to

bias. Due to layout, question wording, response order, social
desirability, etc.

(vgl. Diekmann 2007)

Elevated risk for Satisficing

Primacy and Recency-Effects

Acquiescence

Anchoring
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Satisficing

Krosnick, J. A. (1991). Response strategies for coping with the cognitive demands of 

attitude measures in surveys. Applied Cognitive Psychology, 5(3), 213–236. 

First take a look at the section „Defining Satisficing“ (214-215)

- Give a short definition of the term „satisficing“. 

- What is the difference between weak and strong satisficing? 

The following questions refer to the sections „forms of satisficing“ (215-220) and „conditions

that foster satisficing“ (220-225)

- Which concrete examples for satisficing are mentioned? 

- When is satisficing more likely to occur? 

- What can we learn from this for designing questionnaires? 
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Satisficing

Krosnick, J. A. (1991). Response strategies for coping with the cognitive demands of 

attitude measures in surveys. Applied Cognitive Psychology, 5(3), 213–236. 

- Give a short definition of the term „satisficing“.

“Rather than continuing to expend the mental effort necessary to generate optimal answers 

to question after question, respondents are likely to compromise their standards and expend 

less energy instead.” (215)
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Satisficing

Krosnick, J. A. (1991). Response strategies for coping with the cognitive demands of 

attitude measures in surveys. Applied Cognitive Psychology, 5(3), 213–236. 

- What is the difference between weak and strong satisficing? 

weak satisficing: each step of the response process is still carried out, but less thoroughly

than if they aim for an optimal response

(example: first satisfactory answer is checked)

strong satisficing: no retrieval at all; answering does not relate to attitude at all

 in the real world: continuum between the two
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Satisficing

Krosnick, J. A. (1991). Response strategies for coping with the cognitive demands of 

attitude measures in surveys. Applied Cognitive Psychology, 5(3), 213–236. 

- Which concrete examples for satisficing are mentioned? ( forms of satisficing)

selecting the first response alternative (primacy effect)

selecting the last response alternative (recency effect)

 randomise response orders in lists

acquiescence

 turn scale around for some questions
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Satisficing

Krosnick, J. A. (1991). Response strategies for coping with the cognitive demands of 

attitude measures in surveys. Applied Cognitive Psychology, 5(3), 213–236. 

- Which concrete examples for satisficing are mentioned? ( forms of satisficing)

endorsing the satus quo (e.g. choice experiments)

non-differentiation when answering to rating scales / matrix questions

 avoid long lists

 exclude respondents if standard deviation is zero

saying „don‘t know“

 don‘t offer a category for that

(but also don‘t force response either, otherwise…)

mental coin-flipping
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Satisficing

Krosnick, J. A. (1991). Response strategies for coping with the cognitive demands of 

attitude measures in surveys. Applied Cognitive Psychology, 5(3), 213–236. 

- When is satisficing more likely to occur?

“The greater the task difficulty, and the lower the respondent’s

ability and motivation to optimize, the more likely satisficing is to occur.” (221)
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Satisficing

Krosnick, J. A. (1991). Response strategies for coping with the cognitive demands of 

attitude measures in surveys. Applied Cognitive Psychology, 5(3), 213–236. 

- What can we learn from this for designing questionnaires?

keep the task difficulty as low as possible:

easy words, short, clear

retrospective recall questions are burdensome  short time periods

e.g. comparisons are burdensome: they adress various things at once

motivate respondents:

point out the importance and usefulness of the survey / topic

check survey length
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Social desirability bias (SDB)

Definition

Tendency to present oneself in a more favourable light instead of providing a truthful

answer. Put differently, respondents distort their answers towards what is socially

desirable.

 When does it occur?

 Esser (1986) uses SEU theory to answer this question.
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Basic idea of SEU theory

• People persue certain goals: commoly maintenance of a positive 

self-perception and social approval. They attribute certain utilities 

(𝑈𝑗) to those goal.

• Respondents can choose between different behavioural

alternatives (𝐴𝑖) in a given situation.

• With a certain probability (𝑝𝑖𝑗), the alternatives lead to the

realization of the goals.

• The alternative with the highest subjective utility (σ𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑈𝑗) is

chosen.
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SEU theory applied to
respondent behaviour

• Typical goals while participating in a survey:

maintenance of a positive self-perception, 

social approval, 

avoidance of negative consequences,

avoidance of too high cognitive effort.

• Respondents can choose between behavioural alternatives:

(different response categories, refusal, drop out).

• They will choose the alternative that they perceive as most helpful

to achieve their goals in the present interview situation. 
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SEU theory applied to
respondent behaviour

Under which conditions can social desirability bias become a problem?

• Socially desirable answer has to differ from the true value. 

• Respondents need knowledge about what is socially desirable or they have to be 

able to infer this knowledge from the interview situation (due to interviewer 

characteristics or judgemental question wording).

• Respondents have to expect different consequences dependent on how they 

answer. (This becomes relevant when the interview situation is not anonymous: 

sanctions by interviewer, dubious privacy policies, presence of others, 

sponsorship).
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SEU theory applied to
respondent behaviour

Also crucial:

• Is the attitude in question crucial to the respondent’s self-perception / 

personality?

• Is there any response category that fits the actual opinion? 

• Does the respondent have an opinion on the topic? Does he/she think the 

question makes sense / is relevant?

otherwise: elevated risk of response sets / heuristics!
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SEU theory applied to respondent
behaviour: own fictitious example

Think of an example for a (yes/no) survey question, for which the honest answer 

could deviate from the socially desirable one.

Let us pretend that this question is actually implemented in a survey.

Think of a situation, in which it is very likely that the respondent…

• (1) gives a socially desirable answer

• (2) answers honestly

For this purpose you can vary the respondents personality traits, interviewer 

characteristics or other situational circumstances.
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SEU theory applied to
respondent behaviour
Imaginary Example for Social Desirability Bias

actors:

- female interviewer that could be Turkish judging from her outer appearance

- childless respondent who does not care about the topic
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𝑝𝑖1 𝑈1
remain true

to oneself

𝑝𝑖2 𝑈2
approval

from

interviewer

(σ𝑝𝑖𝑗𝑈𝑗

𝐴1
„Childcare fees should be the same 

for Christian and Muslim children.“

0

10

0.8

5

0+4=4

𝐴2
„Childcare fees should be lower for

Christian than for Muslim children.“

0 0.2 0+1=1
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(vgl. Esser 1986)

Personal identity (utility value) 

Is the survey question meaningful 

for the respondent? (probability)

Social approval (utility)

Do situational cues offer a way to 

obtain social approval? (probability)

Alternative Ai (true value)

Alternative Bj (social approval)

Highest    

subjective 

expected utility

chosen alternative

terminology indifference

unclear unclear

or

valid answer social approval inconsistence
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Empirical application

Stocké, Volker (2007): The Interdependence of Determinants for the Strength 

and Direction of Social Desirability Bias in Racial Attitude Surveys. Journal 

of Statistics 23 (4): 493-514.

empirically examines determinants of social desirability in a rational choice 

framework and provides evidence that three factors have to come together to 

trigger it:

- general tendency for social approval

- strength of desirability beliefs / approval motive:

How (un)desirable is a certain behavior for the respondent?

- privacy concerns (= measured by changes in survey mode)
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